
PhD position

Context and goals of the PhD
New 3D Finite-Element Level-Set framework for

the modeling of solid-solid phase transformations
and grain interfaces for large-scale polycrystals

DIGIMU is an ANR industrial Chair handled by ARMINES
MINES ParisTech and co-funded by ANR and an industrial
consortium formed by ArcelorMittal, AREVA, ASCOMETAL,
AUBERT & DUVAL, CEA and SAFRAN. This Chair deals with
the Development of an Innovative and Global framework for
the ModelIng of MicrostrUctural evolutions involved in metal
forming processes. DIGIMU® is also the name of the resulting
software developed by the company TRANSVALOR as a project
partner.

Countless products involved in our every-day life rely on vital
metal parts. Optimizing these parts requires a knowledge of
how material properties change during forming operations.
Although the understanding of the underlying metallurgical
phenomena has improved thanks to the continuous progress
of experimental facilities, the interest for increasingly fine
and predictive simulations has been recently growing. In this
emerging context of “digital metallurgy”, the DIGIMU Chair
and consortium have two main objectives. The first one is to
develop an efficient multiscale numerical framework specifically
designed to tackle such problems. The second one is to bring
the corresponding numerical methods to an industrial level of
maturity, by decreasing significantly their computational cost
and by validating them against the industrial expertise existing
in the DIGIMU consortium.

In order to accurately describe the 3D evolution of polycrystals
(recrystallization, phase transformations…), full-field methods
such as the phase-field (PF) or the level-set (LS) methods have
to be employed. In this context, a new FE numerical framework
to model grain growth (GG) and recrystallization (ReX) based
on a LS description of the interfaces and meshing/remeshing
capabilities has been recently developeda. Nowadays, the
LS approach is used for Rex/GG modeling in the context of
uniform grids with a finite-difference formulation or in a FE
framework on unstructured mesh. LS method is also particularly
interesting for the modeling of Smith-Zener pinning or promis-
ing to deal with high anisotropy level of grain interface properties.

Interestingly, if the LS approach was recently extended to other
self-diffusion mechanisms such as spheroidization in titanium
alloys or sintering in powder metallurgy, solid-solid phase
transformations (SSPT) was not yet adressed despite the obvious
interest to couple phases and grains evolutions in the same
LS numerical framework. In the proposed PhD project, the
existing LS framework will be extended in order to model SSPT.
The new proposed formalism will be investigated in context
of austenite-ferrite transformations for a steel and evolution of
second phase particles for a nickel based superalloys. Moreover it
will be compared to pre-existing PF strategy dedicated to this
topic.

Finally, the resulting developments will be prepared for integra-
tion in the DIGIMU® software package.

aB. Scholtes et al. Computational Materials Science, 2015 109:388-
398, and 2016 122:57-71.
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Partners

Keywords
Metallurgy – Solid-solid phase transformations –
Grain interfaces – FE Method – HPC – C++.

Candidate profile and skills
Degree: MSc or MTech in Metallurgy, Materials
Science or Applied Mathematics, with excellent
academic record. Skills: Finite Element Method,
Metallurgy, proficiency in English, ability to work
within a multi-disciplinary team.

Offer
The 3-year PhD will take place in CEMEF,
an internationally-recognised research laboratory of
MINES ParisTech located in Sophia-Antipolis, on the
French Riviera. It offers a dynamic research en-
vironment, exhaustive training opportunities and a
strong link with the industry. Annual gross salary:
around 26ke. She/He will join the MultiScale Mod-
eling (MSM) and the Metallurgy Structure Rheol-
ogy (MSR) research teams under the supervision of
M. Bernacki, N. Bozzolo and C. Moussa.

followed by ferrite within a distance comparable to the width of
the cementite lamellae, results in growth velocities that are in
agreement with experimental data.

In addition to these diffusional transformations, PFMs were also
developed to describe the displacive martensitic transformation al-
beit no application to steel has been reported so far. However, an
Fe-based alloy, i.e. Fe–31%Ni, was considered in 3D simulations
of martensite formation [18]. Thus, the potency of PFMs for simu-
lating austenite decomposition has been shown for all but bainitic
transformation products. It must, however, be emphasized that the
above discussed simulations for the formation of ferrite and pearl-
ite were conducted in 1D and/or 2D starting from an austenite–fer-
rite dual-phase structure, i.e. no consideration was given to the
nucleation stage that one would have to include when simulating
the overall transformation.

3.2. Overall transformation kinetics

Pariser et al. [13] were the first who used PFM simulations to
describe the overall austenite-to-ferrite transformation assuming
that interfacial parameters depend only on the phases of the neigh-
bouring grains, i.e. a–a, a–c, c–c. Conducting 2D simulations they
replicated experimentally observed continuous cooling transfor-
mation kinetics in two steels with ultra low-carbon content (22
and 33 wt ppm, respectively) by adjusting the interface mobility
and selecting a suitable nucleation scenario (undercooling for
nucleation, selection of nucleation sites at austenite grain bound-

aries). Subsequently, Mecozzi et al. [19–21] conducted similar 2D
simulations to describe continuous cooling transformation kinetics
in low-carbon steels including a Nb microalloyed grade. In these
low-carbon steels transformation rates depend also on long range
diffusion of carbon and the transformation is of mixed-mode char-
acter, i.e. it changes gradually from interface to carbon diffusion
controlled [22]. The PFM replicates the mixed-mode philosophy
as both interfacial reaction and carbon diffusion are included into
the simulations – the much slower redistribution of substitutional
alloying elements is usually not considered and para-equilibrium is
then frequently assumed to determine the driving pressure for the
transformation.

A particular drawback of these austenite–ferrite phase field
models is that they are 2D simulations. First 3D simulations of
the austenite-to-ferrite transformation were recently conducted
by Militzer et al. [23]. As shown in Fig. 4, 3D simulations lead to
much more realistic microstructures as compared to 2D simula-
tions. From a morphological point of view realistic grain shapes
are apparent in the 2D cuts from 3D simulations whereas in 2D
simulations unrealistic grain shapes frequently result, e.g. the
remaining austenite develops long-elongated channels with a
number of narrow inlet-type features between ferrite grains that
often appear as squished circles (see Fig. 4c). Further, the role of
nucleation behavior was analyzed in detail with these 3D simula-
tions [23]. Primarily, the a–c interface mobility, l, was used to
fit experimentally observed transformation kinetics. However,
the selection of the mobility values depends on the assumed nucle-

Fig. 4. Comparison of PFM simulated 2D (left) vs. 3D (right) microstructures for continuous cooling transformation in a 0.1 wt%C–0.49 wt%Mn steel at 0.4 !C/s (top) and
10 !C/s (bottom); ferrite (white), austenite (orange/grey), interfaces (blue/dark) [23].

M. Militzer / Current Opinion in Solid State and Materials Science 15 (2011) 106–115 109

Example of phase-field modeling of an
austenite-to-ferrite transformation, 2D cut of a 3D

simulation - (white) Ferrite grains - (orange)
Austenite grainsb

bM. Militzer, M.G. Mecozzi, J. Sietsma, S. van der Zwaag,
3D phase field modelling of the austenite-to-ferrite transforma-
tion. Acta Mater 2006, 54, 3961-3972.
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